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Turn Scanning: Experimental and Theoretical
Approaches to the Role of Turns

Carl Frieden, Enoch S. Huang, and Jay W. Ponder

1. Introduction

The mechanism that enables a protein to fold to its correct three-

dimensional conformation—given only the information available

from its sequence—has been a matter of intense investigation since

Anfinsen’s classical experiment on the refolding of ribonuclease

almost 40 years ago (1). The importance of turn sequences in the

kinetic and thermodynamic aspects of protein folding remains a

controversial point, although their role—especially for -turns—

has been regarded as significant (i.e., 2–10). What role, if any, do

turn sequences play in determining the native structures of proteins?

For the experimentalist, this question is usually rephrased as: to what

extent can substitution, insertion, and deletion be tolerated at turn

positions before kinetic and/or thermodynamic properties are

affected? It is indeed surprising how few experimental studies have

been performed to carefully investigate the role of turns. To the

theoretician, this question of the importance of turns revolves

around the ability of computational studies to attempt to determine

the propensity of isolated small peptides, as well as larger struc-

tures, to form turns. While much research has been conducted in

this field, even here the answers remain uncertain.
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In this chapter, we draw on both experimental and theoretical

results in an attempt to answer the question. Part of the debate in the

experimental literature concerns the issue of whether turns play an

active or passive role in protein folding. If we accept the theory that

isolated turn sequences may be intrinsically unstable, it may be

tempting to conclude that turns will play only a passive role in pro-

tein folding. While this view may have value for very small pep-

tides, it can be overly simplistic for at least two reasons. First, there

is evidence that sequence-specific intraturn side-chain interactions

can stabilize turn structures. Second, early, nonspecific stages of

protein folding—such as a generalized hydrophobic collapse

phase—could supply additional constraints that might allow turn

sequences to act as nucleation sites for a more ordered structure.

For example, hydrophobic interactions within a folding -hairpin

may restrict the range of extended structures available to the

included turn and disrupt the turn-water entropic effects favoring

extended structures.

Here we present the use of turn scanning as an experimental

method for assessing the role of turns in the folding process. Turn

scanning—in analogy to methods such as alanine scanning—is the

systematic replacement of residues in a turn followed by an exami-

nation of the consequences of the change in terms of rates of folding

or unfolding, stability to denaturing conditions, and structural

changes using various biophysical techniques. An obvious candi-

date for replacement would be glycine. Replacing this residue in a

turn may lead to a change in the turn type. Similarly, replacing a

residue with glycine may lead to greater flexibility within the turn.

Another obvious candidate is proline, involving either an insertion

or a replacement. Changes should certainly not be limited to these

two residues. Substitutions between hydrophobic and hydrophilic

residues, or between residues with a large and small side chains, are

equally valuable. For example, replacing a leucine in one of the

turns of the fatty-acid-binding protein was found to lead to a very

unstable protein that folded rapidly to an intermediate state (11).
However, one must be careful with the results. The permissive sub-
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stitution of native-turn residues does not necessarily imply a pas-

sive role for the turn. The native-turn sequence may in fact actively

drive or stabilize hairpin formation more than other segments of

similar length, but in the absence of the native sequence, other

interatomic forces may be sufficiently strong to drive folding, mak-

ing the mutated sequence a turn by default. This point is made elo-

quently in the work of DeGrado and colleagues (12). By the same

logic, extreme intolerance to substitution does not necessarily mean

that the native sequence plays an active role in folding. For example,

the substitution of another residue for glycine in a turn may abolish

folding because of the steric clashes resulting from the presence of

a beta-carbon. Does the glycine actively direct turn formation, or is

its presence merely required, as it is the only amino acid that does

not destabilize the requisite local conformation? The point is to cau-

tion that equilibrium and kinetic experiments should be coupled

with other biophysical techniques to resolve the issue of the impor-

tance of turn structure in the folding process.

2. Kinetic Evidence for the Importance of Turn
Formation in the Folding Process

2.1. Experimental Results from Model Systems

Researchers have generally chosen peptides or small proteins as

model systems. In either case, the rationale is that they exhibit

simple two-state behavior—i.e., the protein is either in an unfolded

or folded state with no populated intermediate state. While in real-

ity, many systems are no longer two-state—especially when inves-

tigated using site-directed mutagenesis to perturb the folding

process—the results from these model systems provide evidence

for the importance of turn formation in protein folding.

2.2. Peptide Model Systems

A logical approach to measure the rate of turn formation is to

utilize peptides with a natural tendency to form -turns, and then
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perturb the system by using different amino acids in specific posi-

tions. Several investigators have done this. De Alba et al. (13) have

constructed model linear peptides in which the only difference was

in the putative turn region. Their results clearly demonstrated that

the turn residue sequence determined the turn conformation, and

thereby other features such as interstrand pairing and hydrogen

bonding. Munoz et al. (14) have studied the kinetics of one peptide

(16 aa) that reflected the -hairpin from protein G B1 using laser

temperature-jump and found that folding of the hairpin occurs in

6 s at room temperature. This chapter is followed by a statistical

mechanical model for -hairpin kinetics (15) in which the authors

attempt to predict the kinetic properties of other similar peptides.

The results of the work of Serrano and colleagues are also particu-

larly pertinent. Blanco and Serrano—using circular dichroism and

NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance)—have examined the solution

structure of the isolated fragments 1–20 ( -hairpin), 21–40 ( -helix),

and 41–56 ( -hairpin), corresponding to all the secondary-structure

elements of the protein G B1 domain. Turn-like folded structures

were detected in water, although they were poorly populated (16).
Ramirez-Alvarado et al. (17) have designed a 12-residue model pep-

tide that folded into a monomeric -sheet. Substitution of strand

residues by alanine led to the loss of the hairpin structure, demon-

strating the importance of side-chain interactions between the

strands. Mutations in the turn of the same peptide (18) showed that

changing the central residue of a type I  -turn affected stability.

These and other experiments from this laboratory (7) led Blanco

et al. (19) to emphasize the importance of residues within and near

the turn in stabilizing -hairpin structures. It is interesting that

umbrella sampling with the CHARMM force field and ACE

implicit solvation model has been used to estimate the stability of

the peptide examined by Ramirez-Alvarado et al. (18). These calcu-

lations (20) predicted a 38% content of hairpin structure at room

temperature with less than 1% helical content, and the remainder in

various unfolded states. There appears to be a much lower barrier

for this transition between the hairpin and unfolded states than for

the corresponding helix-coil transition.
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There is little doubt that changing residues within turns of model

peptides affects stability and conformation, as many studies have

now shown. However, only a few of these studies have been directed

toward the effect of the change on the kinetic properties. This may

be a consequence of the fact that very rapid techniques (i.e., s or

shorter) are not generally available. Clearly, such experiments are

essential for evaluating the role of turns in the kinetics of folding.

Theoretical results may thus become complementary to experimen-

tal results—as the former tries to extend simulations to longer times,

while the latter attempts to determine events that occur at early times.

2.3. Protein Model Systems

The intestinal fatty-acid binding protein is an excellent model for

folding studies because it is almost entirely -sheet, and 7 of the 8

turns between -strands include a glycine residue. Kim and Frieden

(21) carefully examined the effect of mutations in turns on the sta-

bility and refolding of this protein by mutating each of these gly-

cines to valine. In some cases, the mutation had little or no effect on

folding or stability, while in other cases the effect was dramatic.

Specifically, mutations in type II turns—while very destabilizing—

did not markedly affect the rate of structure formation, while the

mutation of a glycine to valine in the turn between the two last

-strands of IFABP slowed the rate of folding by at least 100-fold.

Furthermore, the refolding rate constant for this mutant was

observed to be essentially independent of the final denaturant con-

centration (21). Random mutagenesis in another turn (between the

D and E strands) led to the conclusion that a leucine residue was

critical for formation of the final stable structure and perhaps for an

initial nucleation step as well (11). These experiments represent one

of the first attempts to critically evaluate the role of different turns

in the overall folding process.

While almost all of the turn mutants of the fatty-acid binding pro-

tein examined were able to fold and bind fatty acid, a very different

observation was made for plastocyanin. Ybe and Hecht (22) found

that the vast majority (92 of 98) of four-residue turn mutants of this
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protein apparently could not fold into the native -barrel topology.

Results of Gu et al. (23) also highlighted severe sequence constraints

in two -turns of peptostreptococcal protein L. Because their

mutants were presented on a phage display system, enumeration and

sequencing of all the mutants was not possible. Nevertheless,

biopanning against the immunoglobulin G (IgG) binding activity of

protein L showed that less than 0.1% of the phage from the two

libraries (one for each turn that was mutagenized) were recovered.

Schonbrunner et al. (9) have presented evidence that hairpins may

serve as initiation sites for -sheet formation. These authors used

the small (74 aa) -sheet protein tendaminstat that contains two dis-

ulfide bonds, one of which connects the ends of a -hairpin. Using

site-directed mutagenesis of one of these cysteines, they found that

unfolding is greatly enhanced, but with a greatly reduced effect on

the refolding rate. Using a Fersht analysis (  >1), they concluded—

based on thermodynamic and kinetic arguments—that formation of

the hairpin turn is the rate-limiting step in the refolding process.

Some studies suggest that turns connecting alpha-helices are

rather robust with respect to mutation. In the early work by Hecht

and colleagues (24), a three-residue turn in the four-helix bundle

cytochrome b-562 was randomized to 31 unique sequences, and all

the mutants folded correctly. Subsequent experiments on the four-

helical Rop dimer provide corroborating evidence. In one study,

Regan and colleagues (25) changed one of the two residues (Asp30)

involved in the tight turn between the two helices of the monomer

into every other amino acid without misfolding the protein. In

another study, Cesareni and colleagues (26) mutated three residues

semirandomly in the turn region of the Rop monomer (residues 30

to 32), and found only three mutants out of a possible 380 that failed

to fold correctly. Ye t substitution of a proline for alanine in the turn

caused drastic changes (27). Finally, MacBeath et al. (28) conducted

a highly comprehensive randomization of an interhelical turn in

Escherichia coli chorismate mutase—also a four-helix bundle. The

authors reported that more than 63% of tripeptide sequences can

functionally substitute for the native-turn sequence in this enzyme.
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Nagi et al. (29), examining the folding pathway of the four-helix

bundle protein, Rop, replaced the wild-type two-residue loop

between helical regions with a series of polyglycine linkers of

increasing length. They then investigated the kinetics of unfolding

and refolding, and observed a large dependence of rates as the loop

length increased from 2 to 4, but little dependence beyond that. They

suggested that the results were consistent with lowering the energy

barrier of the transition state, and that this type of experiment can

test potential folding models. Similar experiments on changing loop

lengths have been reported by Viguera and Serrano (30) and by

Ladurner and Fersht (31). The results of this type of experiment

may reveal the importance of turn formation relative to interactions

between structural units on either side of the turn.

Currently, there is a growing database that describes the altered

stability of proteins with mutated turns. The recurrent theme is that

mutations in loops generally reduce the thermodynamic stability of

the folded state (11,12,23,32,33) although exceptions do exist (25).
Consequently, misfolded mutants may correspond to those whose

altered turn residues—if forced to assume the native conforma-

tion—would exact a thermodynamic penalty exceeding that of the

scaffold’s overall stability (12). This line of reasoning thus offers

two factors for the differential sensitivity towards turn mutation:

1) the inherent stability of the scaffold, and 2) the energetic demands

upon the turn in question.

3. How to Relate Changes in Kinetic Parameters to the
Importance of Turn Formation in the Folding Process

Much of the interpretation of the effect of mutations on rate con-

stants of unfolding or refolding in the presence of chemical denatur-

ants has been based on a simple two-state model, N  U. Jackson

and Fersht (34) have discussed chevron plots (i.e., plots of the log

of the relaxation rate or rate constant as a function of the denaturant

concentration) for the two-state model. The results of mutagenesis

of a wild-type protein can affect these plots in at least three ways: an
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equilibrium mutation in which both folding and unfolding rate con-

stants are affected equally with no change in stability; a kinetic

mutation in which one of the rate constants is changed, along with a

change in stability, but the other is not; or a mixed equilibrium-

kinetic effect. Fersht and colleagues (35) have developed the use of

the quantity  (= GI–D/ GN–D ) to determine the mutations effect

on processes before or after the transition state for a folding path-

way that includes an intermediate. In this calculation, this ratio is

the change in free energy on mutation relative to the overall free

energy of folding. If  = 1 or 0, the interpretation is reasonably

straightforward, reflecting whether the transition state is perturbed

by mutation to the same extent as the denatured state (  = 1) or the

native state (  = 0). Unfortunately, the actual interpretation is more

difficult. First, many systems show more than one rate in the fold-

ing process, suggesting the presence of intermediates. Frequently,

there is a burst too rapid to measure by normal stopped-flow tech-

niques. Second, one must consider what the rates are actually mea-

suring. For example, using changes in fluorescence (or A or circular

dichroism, the most common methods of following folding or

unfolding), it is usually unclear what the contribution of intermedi-

ate states to the observed change actually is. Third, there is the issue

of whether observed phases represent intermediates or off-pathway

forms. Fourth, the log of the rate constant is not always a linear

function of the denaturant concentration (i.e., the chevron plot is

nonlinear). Certainly, proline isomerization will affect this linear-

ity, but  such observations can be made even for a protein that does

not contain proline (21). The issue of the nonlinearity in chevron

plots unrelated to proline isomerization has been discussed by other

authors (36,37). From this perspective, it is easy to see why investi-

gators want to use model peptides. For proteins, however, all is not

lost. Despite these complexities, some generalizations are possible.

For example, if the amplitude of a refolding burst phase is decreased

by the mutation, it is likely an early step that is affected. Similarly,

if the burst phase is unaffected, a late step may be responsible. But

there are caveats for even this simple interpretation. Thus, for com-
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parison of a mutant to wild-type, one must know the midpoint and

the degree of cooperativity of the equilibrium denaturation curve. A

loss in cooperativity (the m value of the 6-term equation that

describes equilibrium denaturation measurements [38]) suggests

increased concentrations of one or more intermediates as a result of

the increase in the rate constant for the formation (or more likely, a

decrease in that of unfolding) of that intermediate. At the same time,

however, a decrease in cooperativity makes it difficult to know what

to compare between the mutant and the wild-type. For a highly

cooperative denaturation, one can set the difference between the

midpoint of the denaturation curve and the final denaturant concen-

tration to be equal for comparative purposes. For noncooperative

denaturation, there is no simple way to compare the rate constants

for folding or unfolding in the mutant to those of the wild-type protein.

Another criterion is the slope of the chevron plot—i.e., how the

rate constant changes as a function of the final denaturant concen-

tration (ignoring effects of proline isomerization and off-pathway

forms). The rate constant as a function of denaturant concentration

is frequently defined as:

ln k= ln k0 –/+ (m/RT)[D]

where k0 is the rate constant in the absence of denaturant, m is

related to extent of cooperativity in the equilibrium denaturation

curve as mentioned here, D is the denaturant concentration, and the

–/+ indicates whether the rate constant examined is for folding or

unfolding. Thus, a plot of ln k as a function of denaturant concentra-

tion (at constant temperature) should have a slope directly propor-

tional to –m (or m in the unfolding direction). If the equilibrium

denaturation curve is asymmetric, the value of m may be different

in the folding and unfolding directions. Thus, in theory, the slope

and the cooperativity are directly correlated. It is important to

remember, however, that these rate constants are apparent values,

and include the microscopic rate constants of all the steps in the

process. For a simple reversible process:
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N         U

the observed rate constant is k1+ k–1. For the process:

N           I            U

two apparent rate constants, 1 and 2, may be observed. In this

case the observed rates are (approximately) related to the micro-

scopic rate constants by the relationships 1 = k1+k–1+k2+k–2 and 2 =

[k1(k–2+k2) + k–1k–2]/(k1+k–1+k2+k–2), respectively. For extreme

dilutions of the denaturant (in the refolding direction) these may

simplify to k1+k2 and [k1k2]/(k1+k2) and if k2 << k1, then the appar-

ent constants become the microscopic constants. It is not surprising

that experimental values frequently deviate from theory for systems

that exhibit several phases.

4. Rate Measurements: Experimental Procedures

Whether using fluorescence, absorbance, circular dichroism, or

other similar techniques, most standard stopped-flow mixing

devices have dead times on the order of 1–2 ms. Most proteins

appear to form a collapsed state well within the first ms (the “burst”

phase). Slower steps seem to be associated with the stabilization of

the final structure. For example, based on stopped-flow 19F NMR

data, the slow steps in the refolding of E. coli dihydrofolate reduc-

tase are stabilization of side chains near the protein surface (39–41).
Similarly, mutations in one turn of the fatty-acid-binding protein

allow formation of an intermediate without the final stabilizing step

(11). Thus, combining these stopped-flow experiments with turn

scanning may help define the role of turn formation in obtaining the

final stable protein structure.

It is clearly important to explore the effect of mutations on early

events. We have already discussed changes in the amplitude of a burst

phase. A better method may be the use of faster mixing methods to

determine changes in apparent rate constants that are hidden in the burst.

k1

k–1

k1

k–1

k2

k–2
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With the advent of experimental techniques that can measure

half-times of folding processes faster than the usual 1-ms stopped-

flow dead time, it should be possible to see whether mutations affect

early steps in folding. The use of faster techniques has recently been

reviewed by Callender et al. (42) and by Plaxco and Dobson (43,44).
These new approaches for monitoring faster events use certain tech-

niques with time resolution as fast as picoseconds. Perhaps the sim-

plest of these is the continuous-flow method using capillary tubes,

which allows mixing within 50–100 s (45). Several studies have

now used this method (46,47). Other techniques include laser-

induced temperature-jump, laser photolysis, optical electron trans-

fer, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, or energy transfer and NMR.

Oas and colleagues (48–51) have used dynamic NMR to investi-

gate simple two-state systems by extrapolating observed rate con-

stants back to zero denaturant concentrations to obtain values for

rapid steps in the s range for the refolding process. Native-state

amide proton exchange has been used by Arrington and Roberstson

(52) with ovomucoid third domain to determine rates of folding and

unfolding in the s range. Gilmanshin et al. (53) have used tem-

perature-jump (10-ns, laser-induced) and time-resolved IR spectros-

copy in native apomyoglobin, and observed two relaxation phases

with relaxation times of 48 ns and 132 s. They attributed these to

formation of substructures primarily related to helices. The slower

of the two phases is attributed to tertiary interactions and desolvation

of the helix, but the data are consistent with substructures guiding

the folding process and with these substructures being indepen-

dently formed. Ballew et al. (54) also used temperature-jump with

this protein, and noted that the earliest steps during folding to a com-

pact state were complete within 20 s. Nolting et al. (55) have also

used temperature-jump methods on the cold denatured mutant of

barstar to obtain relaxation rates in the s range. In a later article,

Nolting et al. (56) examined the folding pathway over a time range

from s to s again using fluorescence changes as measured by tem-

perature-jump techniques to examine the early times. Their data are

consistent with a nucleation-condensation mechanism.
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For the most part, however, these techniques have not been

applied to systems in which there are mutations, especially where

those mutations are in turns. As these methods become more avail-

able, such experiments will hopefully be done.

5. Experimental Approach to Selecting Mutations

Certainly there are no general rules for deciding what mutations

to make in a given turn. As discussed in this chapter, from both an

experimental and theoretical point of view, substitutions between

glycine and other residues or between proline and other residues are

the most obvious choices. Hutchinson and Thornton (57) have pre-

sented extensive data for sequence preferences in different -turn

types that could be useful in deciding what mutation to make. Aside

from glycine and proline changes, one should consider other steric

or hydrogen-bonding effects. Substitution of a -branched chain

amino acid for one that has ,  angles in a nonallowed region will

certainly change the turn type, as will almost any substitution of a

glycine. Substitutions between hydrophobic and hydrophilic resi-

dues may alter the solvent accessibility of the turn. While positions

2 and 3 of a -turn are obvious candidates for substitution, residues

adjacent to the turn—especially those that may affect packing within

the turn—should be considered. Random mutagenesis of the two

residues in the turn could be useful, but with the wide range of pos-

sible mutant proteins, a screen for function may be necessary.

6. Computational Studies: Theory for Turn Folding
and Structure

Over the past decade, molecular dynamics and other simulation

techniques have been used to explore the structural propensities and

conformational dynamics of a variety of short turn-like peptide

sequences. Advances in force-field accuracy and available computer

power now allow simulation to serve as a viable complement of

experiment. Indeed, because of the all-atom level of detail provided
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by simulation, it could eventually become a preferred method for

interpreting and correlating more ambiguous structural results. For

example, reliable theoretical estimation of conformational popula-

tion densities would greatly aid the interpretation of ambiguous

NMR data for flexible peptides. Steps toward this ultimate goal are

already underway.

Molecular dynamics simulation of turn peptides with explicit rep-

resentation of solvent is still limited to the ns to ms time-scale. For-

tunately, many of these sequences adopt relatively self-contained

structures within full proteins, and are usually devoid of large, ener-

getic barriers to conformational interconversion. Thus, even

ns-scale MD simulations can expose some of the structural variabil-

ity and dynamic behavior of turns. Two early reviews of peptide

simulations (58,59) provide an excellent survey of this field through

1993. Here, we present an update and attempt to infer some general

principles regarding the behavior of turns in protein structure.

In early work, Tobias et al. (60) used umbrella sampling methods

to explore the free-energy surfaces of the blocked dipeptides

Ac-Ala-Ala-NMe and Ac-Pro-Ala-NMe in aqueous solution. Based

on calculated equilibrium constants for unfolding of type I turn

structure, they found that the extended conformations were favored

for both peptides by 5 to 10 kcal/mol. Additional studies with gly-

cine replacing alanine in the second position suggested that glycine

destabilizes the extended states, but the manifold of type I turn struc-

tures still lies 3 kcal/mol higher in free energy (58). Further simula-

tions of the stability of type II turns suggest that Ac-Ala-Gly-NMe

may be marginally stable as a type II turn. All other sequences again

favor the extended form. The Ala-Gly result is corroborated by

independent simulations from a second group (61).
Molecular orbital results at the HF/6-31G* level also predicted that

the extended forms of capped Gly-Gly and Ala-Ala are enthalpically

favored over type I and II turns by values in the 1–9 kcal/mol range

(62). Type I  and II  structures are even less favorable for these

sequences. As expected, inclusion of electron correlation at the MP2

level favors the hydrogen-bonded turn forms. However, the authors
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claim that correlation energy effects and intramolecular entropic

terms compensate so that the HF energies are a fair approximation

to the true enthalpy differences. Ab initio MO calculations coupled

with the PCM solvation model (62), MD with explicit solvent, and

finite-difference Poisson-Boltzmann calculations with the MEAD

package (63) all agree that solvation effects favor type I over type II

turns for all combinations of amino acids at positions 2 and 3 of a

-turn. Decomposition of the free-energy difference between

extended and turn conformations indicates that peptide-water

entropy is the major term favoring extended structures. Finally,

Monte Carlo sampling of a variety of blocked dipeptides using the

CHARMM19 force field plus Poisson-Boltzmann solvation (64)
again finds the extended form to be favored over turn types I, I , II

and II  by 1.6 to 7.7 kcal/mol depending on the sequence. However,

with the exception of Gly-Gly, the most stable turn type for each

sequence was found to be the one most commonly observed in pro-

tein structures. The Gly-Gly occurs frequently in type I  turns of

-hairpins where the strand twist is apparently able to overcome

local energetic effects.

Thus, both force-field and quantum mechanical results for these

small peptides lead to the conclusion that reverse turns are intrinsi-

cally unstable in the absence of side-chain interactions and the ter-

tiary protein environment.

Do turn types interconvert? Reaction path calculations on a

capped Ala tripeptide as a model reverse-turn sequence (65) find

only low barriers between extended and turn-like conformations.

Interconversion pathways tend to involve sequential rotation about

single backbone dihedral angles. This is in agreement with further

path calculations performed using the CHARMM force field on an

analog of the Ala tetrapeptide (66). Work with other force fields

(Hart, R. K., Pappu, R. V.,  and Ponder, J. W., unpublished), semi-

empirical quantum mechanics and detailed analysis of protein crys-

tal structures (67) also suggest low barriers for interconversion, but

find pathways involving concerted dihedral angle rotations. For

example, the MOPAC results of Gunasekaran et al. (67) assign an
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enthalpic barrier of only 3 kcal/mol to the concerted peptide bond

flip needed to convert type II and type I -turns. In summary, theory

suggests interconversion between turn types, and between turn and

nonturn structure, is energetically accessible, and may play an

important role in peptide and protein dynamics.

7. Importance of Side-Chain Packing: The Ty pe VI Tu rn

We indicated earlier that logical candidates for mutations in turns

are either removal or insertion of glycine or proline. We now exam-

ine why, based on computational studies, the incorporation of a pro-

line residue into position 3 of a turn may affect stability and/or

kinetic properties. A well-studied example of a stable turn peptide

containing proline is the Ser-Tyr-Pro-Phe-Asp-Val sequence, which

adopts a type VI turn structure. NMR analysis finds a 70% popula-

tion of type VIa and VIb turns in aqueous solution (68). A theoreti-

cal study of this same peptide using locally enhanced sampling

(LES) methods reaches generally similar conclusions (69). These

workers also find a type VI turn structure to be the preferred confor-

mation. Their simulations suggest a possible kinetic pathway for

the folding in this peptide family. First, electrostatic interactions

involving the N- and C-termini and aspartate residue tend to enforce

an end-to-end distance consistent with turn formation. Next, the

backbone angles of the peptide rearrange in concert with a general-

ized hydrophobic collapse involving side chains. Finally, the

hydrophobic residues pack into the characteristic type VI turn. This

work also uncovers some potential “trapped” states containing

trans-Pro residues. Molecules with the trans-linkage remain disor-

dered with large end-to-end distances, and are not stabilized by

hydrophobic interactions.

An independent study of the related Ala-Tyr-cis-Pro-Tyr-Asp-

NMe sequence uncovered similar hairpin stabilizing factors. In con-

trast to the simulation results described for generic sequences, this

peptide is stable as a turn structure during lengthy MD simulations.

A 20-ns trajectory starting from an NMR-derived type VIa structure
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makes three transitions between type VIa and VIb turns, but does

not explore extended conformations (70). A further simulation,

starting from an unfolded structure, folds to a compact turn struc-

ture within 2.7 ns. Finally, a 4.7-ns simulation starting from a

nontype VI cis-Pro conformation is trapped in an unfolded state,

which is stable over the course of the trajectory. Subsequently, a

potential of mean force (PMF) constructed from the AMBER/OPLS

energy function plus macroscopic solvation terms was used to select

low-energy conformers from a random search (71). The PMF

selected a structure similar to the NMR model as the lowest energy

conformer. Inclusion of entropy estimates led to a final Gfolding in

the range –1.0 to –2.1 kcal/mol. These values are somewhat more

favorable to turn formation than the NMR studies, perhaps because

of incomplete sampling of the manifold of unfolded states.

Two factors indicate why is this particular type VI turn sequence

is stable in a compact turn-like conformation. First, the proline resi-

due at turn position 3 favors a cis-dihedral angle at the preceding

peptide bond. The relative advantage is approx 2.6 kcal/mol over

the trans-peptide bond favored for other amino acids (72). Equally

or more important for this sequence is the packing of the two aro-

matic tyrosine residues against the proline ring in the type VI turn

structure. In fact, the PMF calculations indicate that intrapeptide

enthalpic interactions comprise the major term favoring the folded

form, while polar solvation effects favor extended conformations.

Other theoretical work from Pettitt’s group (73) examined the

conformation of the tetrapeptide tuftsin, Thr-Lys-Pro-Arg, in water

and in 1 M NaCl solution. In this case, the experimental NMR results

less conclusively favor a type VI turn, and a separate series of simu-

lations was used to study the cis- and trans-proline structures.

Again, the cis-conformers tended to adopt compact conformations

which are fairly rigid by typical peptide standards. The lysine and

arginine side chains both tended to form intramolecular hydrogen

bonds to the peptide backbone in water. The presence of salt had

relatively little effect on the backbone structure, but did alter the
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average side-chain orientations. The trans-tuftsin simulation is

dominated by more extended conformations.

8. Turns in -Hairpin Structures

Several simulations show initial hydrophobic collapse followed

by formation of turn structure, coupled in concert with detailed

packing interactions. An early MD study (74) of the temperature

unfolding of the residue 85-102 -hairpin from barnase reported

all-atom simulations from the native structure at 300 K, 450 K, and

600 K. The isolated hairpin in aqueous solution was stable over the

course of 300 psec at 300 K, with an average r.m.s. from native of

about 0.8Å for backbone atoms. Comparison of fluctuations in tor-

sional angles during the 300 K hairpin simulation with those from a

similar simulation of the full protein showed similar flexibility for

the backbone angles. However, rotation about side-chain bonds was

much more restricted in the full protein than in the isolated hairpin.

Three persistent hydrogen bonds during the simulation involve the

amide hydrogens of residues which are the most protected amide

hydrogens during NMR hydrogen-exchange experiments. Follow-

ing equilibration at 450 K, the structure is characterized by loss of

hydrogen bonds at the extremities of the hairpin, more frequent

exchange of hydrogen bonds with water, volume expansion, and

formation of a large hydrophobic side-chain cluster containing both

native and nonnative contacts. This loosely packed, yet still com-

pact state was stable for the entire simulation 300 psec at 450 K, and

for 150 psec at 600 K. Overall, the simulation data correlates well

with current ideas generated from an experimental study of barnase

unfolding.

In a recent report, Sung (75) used Monte Carlo sampling with a

simple all-atom potential containing dielectric screened electrostat-

ics and a surface area-based hydrophobic effect term to fold a

capped poly-Va l 12-mer with glycine substituted at the two central

positions. Once again, the folding proceeded through an initial gen-
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eralized collapse to a compact U-shaped structure as mediated by

the hydrophobic effect. This same potential folds poly-Ala based

sequences, which lack the potential for large hydrophobic stabiliza-

tion, into -helical motifs.

Many theories seem to favor a folding path directed by hydro-

phobic stabilization in which the turn does not need to be favorable

or particularly stabilizing, but merely accessible and not prohibited.

Recent thermodynamic decomposition of the experimental data

shows hairpin folding to be an endothermic, entropy-driven process

with a large negative Cp, characteristic of a pathway dominated by

formation of a hydrophobic core instead of specific enthalpically

stabilized conformational preferences (76). Simulations of small

regions of proteins using LINUS (77), however, suggest that fold-

ing is hierarchical and that there are biases towards local structures

such as -hairpins and -turns primarily established by steric effects

and hydrogen bonds and enhanced by hydrophobic interactions (78).
It is also likely that the situation is qualitatively different in larger

globular protein systems. For example, Scheinerman and Brooks

(79) have studied the free energy of folding of the 56-residue B1

segment of Streptococcal protein G along a reaction coordinate

characterized by the percentage of native contacts. This globular

domain is topologically similar to the much-studied chymotrypsin

inhibitor 2 (CI2), and contains two -hairpins separated in the pri-

mary sequence by an -helical region. While the helix generally

forms before the sheet structure, these researchers found that the

earliest structure formed consisted of the N-terminus of the helix

and the turn of the second hairpin. These two regions pack against

each other in the native structure, and seem to independently form

nucleation sites for the folding process.

9. Turns in Helix-Turn-Helix Structures

Sung and Wu (80) have used simulation to model the deforma-

tion of a long helix into various distorted helix-turn-helix confor-

mations. The transition between the two forms occurs on a much

longer time scale than simple helix propagation. A small model pep-
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tide similar to the central helix-turn-helix portion of ROP was folded

using Monte Carlo dynamics (81). In the latter study, four of six

trajectories ended in stable native-like conformations. The folding

showed relatively fast formation of two helical regions of unequal

length, followed by dynamic behavior in accord with the Karplus

and Weaver diffusion-collusion model. Only in this latter stage did

the sharp reverse turn develop, initiated by the formation of hydro-

phobic contacts at the end of the shorter helix. Once the two helices

come into direct contact, the turn region expands by annexing some

glycine residues from the last helical turn of the longer helix. In the

final stable structure, the two helices are of nearly equal length. Both

of these simulation studies are consistent with flexibility in the turn

residues during the early stages of the folding event, with stable

turn formation only after the helices are fully formed. They are also

consistent with the experimental data discussed earlier.

Conclusion

There is no simple answer to the question posed at the beginning

of this chapter. Computational studies reveal that small peptides

which reflect turn motifs sample many conformational states,

including those that ultimately appear in the final native structure.

They also suggest that mutations in turn residues will certainly bias

the amount of time spent in a particular local structure, and there-

fore the kinetic folding rates. Experimental evidence clearly shows

that changes in turns or turn structures can affect both thermody-

namic stability and kinetic properties. In addition to the turn itself,

longer-range interactions between residues surrounding the turn are

clearly important. It is surprising how few systematic experimental

kinetic measurements have been made of the consequences of

mutations in turns. Mutations that either include or replace glycine

or proline residues may be particularly useful in this regard, but

substitution between hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues or

between those with different size side chains may be equally useful.

One important result of such studies may be the possibility of creat-

ing long-lived intermediates. We propose turn scanning as a general
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method to quantitatively examine the importance of turns in the

mechanism of protein folding with the understanding that such stud-

ies also require the concomitant use of biophysical techniques

including theoretical simulation.
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